Introduction
Recently, the increasing use of temporal data has initiated various research and development attempts in the field of data mining. Time series are an important class of temporal data objects and they can be easily obtained from financial and scientific applications, e.g., daily temperatures, production outputs, weekly sale totals, and prices of mutual funds and stocks. They are in fact major sources of temporal databases and undoubtedly finding useful time series patterns are of primordial importance. Unlike the transactional databases with discrete/symbolic items, time series data are characterized by their numerical, continuous nature. It is suggested in [I] to break down the sequences into meaningful subsequences and represent them using real-valued functions. Furthermore, there is a need to discretize the continuous time series into meaningful labels/symbols [2,3]. We term this process as numeric-tosymbolic @US) conversion and consider it as one of the most important components in time series data mining systems.
In [2], a primitive N/S conversion method is proposed. It segments the time series into fixed length subsequences for subsequent pagem discovery and represents them with a primitive set of "shape" patterns obtained by clustering. Despite of its simplicity, using fixed length suffers from a major problem, i.e., only patterns with such length can be considered. However, meaninghl patterns may appear in different length throughout a time series. For example in Fig.] , the first two subsequences from fixed length segmentation is better to combine as a "Rotrnd Top" technical analysis pattern rather than segmented into two. So, a dynamic segmentation approach is much more preferable and the problem is to identify suitable time points within a time series. In the statistics literature, this has been called the change-point detection problem. The standard approach has been to a priori determine the number of change-points that are to be discovered and decide the function(s) that will be used for curve fitting in the interval between successive change-points. In [4], an iterative algorithm that fits a model to a time segment and uses a likelihood criterion to determine if the segment should be partitioned fkrther is proposed. In [5] , the problem of discovering the underlying switching process in time series, which entails identifying the number of sub-processes and the dynamics of each sub-process, is addressed. It proposes the use of nonlinear gated experts, concepts from statistical physics, to perform the segmentation Much of the recent data mining research on this problem or similar one can be characterized procedurally in the following general manner [8]: (i) find an approximation and robust representation for the time series, for example, Fourier coefficients, piecewise linear models, etc.; (ii) define a flexible matching function which can handle various pattem deformations (scaling, transformations, etc.); and (iii) provide an efficient scalable algorithm, using the adopted representation and matching function, for massive time-series data sets. While these approaches in general can identify the given pattem from a time series, they do not consider the problem of identifying a suitable set of time points in the time series when a set of pattem templates are given, say, the technical analysis pattems as showed in Fig.2 . The aforementioned segmentaticn task can be considered as an optimization problem where evolutionary computation can contribute. Hence, an evolutionary segmentation algorithm for stock time series analysis is proposed in this paper. In the next section, the proposed algorithm is introduced. The simulation results are reported in SI -:ion 3. The final section concludes the paper. 
Evolutionary Time Series Segmentation
In recent years, genetic algorithms (GAS) [9,10] have been used widely in both leaming and optimization and achieved remarkable success in tackling a wide variety of complex problems. In essence, GAS simulate genetic evolution, i.e., natural evolution at the genetic level. Hence, each individual in a population represents a chromosome consisting of a number of genes. Both genetic operation and selection are applied to chromosomes. This is a typical example of simulating Darwinian evolution.
In order to apply GAS, it is important to determine an appropriate representation of individuals for the problem.
That is, the issue of how to encode possible solutions to the problem into chromosomes has to be resolved. During the fitness evaluation step of GAS, each chromosome normally has to be decoded so that the fitness value can be computed. For example, if binary bit strings are used to encode real numbers in CA-based hnction optimization, the individual has to be decoded into real values for fitness computation. Genetic operations like crossover and mutation however are typically applied to the bit strings directly.
In this section, an evolutionary time series segmentation algorithm for stock index/price analysis is proposed. A set of pattem templates Q, particularly the technical analysis patterns like those shown in Fig.2 , is assumed given for evaluation purposes. The evolutionary segmentation process works as follows.
Chromosome Representation
Unlike traditional GAS which adopt binary bit strings to encode the individual, a more direct representation is used. The time points identified in each individual will form the genes themselves, e.g., Pa = {4, Y, ,14, 16, 19) represents the time series being cut at time points 4, 9. 14, 16, and 19 respectively. In other words, the first segment lasts from data point 1 to data point 4, the second segment starts at data p i n t 5 and ends at data point 9, and so on. Note here that variable length of individuals (chromosomes) can be reprcsenttd and theoretically, the lower and upper limit of the chromosome length are 0 and /-I respectively.
Algorithmic. Framework 1 mtially, "
a set of user-defined parameters has to be set: PopSize : size of population MuxGen : maximum number of generations MinFitness : minimum fitness value ds : approximate length of each segment Then, the initial population P(1) is generated randomly as: 
s(L)]
where L denotes the length of the given time series
End For
The evolutionary process is executed as follows: 1. Set the user-defined parameters R,: mutation rate R,: probability of adding a time point during mutation (probability of dropping a time point = 1 -R,) 2. Add or drop a time point in P, with probability R, (where i is randomly selected between 1 and PopSize)
The probability of adding a time point is R,; otherwise a time Doint is droDDed.
Parameter PopSize

Size of population MaxGen Maximum number of generation MinFitness Minimum fitness value
Fitness Evaluation
With a set of pattem templates Qk (obtained from a clustering process [2] or specified by user), various pattem matching approaches with say horizontal scaling ability like dynamic time warping [ 1 I ] can be adopted to evaluate the fitness of each subsequence segmented by time points. A direct solution is to evenly divide the longer sequence into sub-segments of the same number as the data points in the shorter sequence and use the mean of data points in each sub-segment to represent the whole segment.
Mathematically, for subsequences X = (x,,.. .,x,,,) and y,,...,y,) where n I m, the matching distance is Value 50 500 0.0 where sk and ek denotes the start and end points in the k-th sub-segment of the longer sequence X respectively. With the distance measure of the pattem matching process defined, the fitness of the individuals In a population can be computed as:
For Each individual P, in P For Each segment PI,/ in P, (wherej = 1 to n,+l)
End For
End For
Simulation Results
In this section, the performance of the proposed evolutionary time series segmentation algorithm is reported. Table I1 compares the evolutionary approach with the fixed segmentation approach in terms of number of time points and fitness values obtained. As expected, the proposed method outperforms the fixed one in fitness value and generally produces longer segments. Fig.3 shows the learning curve of the evolutionary algorithm and the changes in the number time points against number of generations are plotted in Fig.4 . Finally, the segmentation result using ds = 90 is depicted in Fig.5 and the identified technical analysis patterns, referring to Fig.2 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, an evolutionary segmentation algorithm for breaking the given time series into subsequence for firther manipulation (e.g. N/S conversion) is proposed and encouraging results were obtained and reported. Although this paper is mainly focused on stock time series analysis, the proposed algorithm can also be applied to different domain by given set of pattern templates. Future work includes:
applying an intelligent initialization of the chromosomes instead of random initialization to speed up the process. Also, an effective initialization can also replace the role of setting parameter ds, the approximate initial segment length. coupling with other pattem matching approaches, e.g., the deformable template based method in [8] . 
